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A common thing that people always say to themselves and one another is that people are stupid, yet as one can understand there is half a truth to this. What does stupid mean, is a large topic, same as what being "intelligent" means is another huge topic.

Being highly intellectually capable, having a good memory, or being clever in something in particular, does not necessarily brand one intelligent, but in our world today, it plays a large factor. In our world today, the ability for mechanistic, repetitive, non-artistic, and non imaginative forms of thinking, which are repeated all the time [in particular due to their usefulness for profit generation] are considered 'intelligent' while other things are considered stupid. Our focus is a lot on specific mental procedures, which we consider "intelligence" broadly.

Going by mere standards of IQ, we may make a ranking as some books have attempted to make in the past, which tries to rank people in clever and in basically retarded. According to these people, a high IQ is the basis on whether one is clever or not, and if one has a lower IQ, one has to be a fool, and useless. But this is again not the case.

This is however clearly not the case. Many "Clever" people in Silicon Valley and in many other places, overestimate themselves so much, that this intellectual capability overshadows everything else, including instincts of survival, foresight, and many other things which are essential to say make a package of what we call intelligence. To these otherwise "High IQ" people, one can publicize a mediocre or forged university research about how race mixing should be made a law, and these "Clever" people, will consider this. Despite on if this practice can produce lower IQ, tremendous damage to civilization, break all social cohesion, and many other things, they will consider it. This is because despite of cleverness, one is not immune to brainwashing.

For example, look on how many of these people are sworn to so many "idealistic" things that seldom have to do with any reality, nature, and are obviously observed in real time to make this world collapse. They believe that their "ideas" are
revolutionary, but they have been corn-fed to the United States for generations by generational communism, social justice, and many other more nefarious agendas. Ideas of "All equality", "Racial Assimilation", "Racial Melting pot" are all boring ideas that have been Communistic drummed in humanity for centuries and centuries. The largest drum of this has been what many High IQ people pretend they run away from: Christianity. For all their intelligence, the propagandizing element in the room is not seen, and is ignored.

For all their high IQ, a lot of obvious facts escape them. They believe that intelligence [as defined today of course] is the greatest thing in the world and the greatest measure of all things.

Some Whites are now working to develop Artificial intelligence, and they eat crackers and take a lot of benzos to manage the copious working hours, and depression from not having a girlfriend. Jews also work aside with them. In their mind they imagine that what they are creating will benefit the world, end poverty, who knows what each is corn fed.

Stern by their belief in their own intelligence, they believe that upon developing a mega intelligence such as what AI is supposed to be, it will somehow, because they programmed it, submit to them. They saw Star Trek after all and the bot there was in particular friendly - but this reality of being pre-programmed to this end for generations has escaped them, also. Little do they understand they are walking on a set path by beings more intelligent than them.

This is the same falsified belief that a giant Mammoth with a calculating intelligence many times more than that of a human, will take a little baby and protect it, because one saw a video of a tiger catering a baby in Youtube [spoiler alert, the tiger was neutered, tranquilized and fed] and they consider this artificial state of affairs to be impenetrable to reality in itself - nothing can ever go wrong, our "mind" has dominated everything there is to dominate. A Mammoth however is more likely go to Mammothing than to go catering little babies with its giant feet and humongous size. The only fortune humanity can except after the creation of some things, is that the Mammoth will not decide to step on the said baby. Transferring intellectual capability and calculating power is nothing, but transferring of a heart and wisdom of life, is an impossibility for a non-human entity.

As to how heartless people who work only on one aspect of intelligence will be able to transfer these notions to said intelligence, they may bring some of these
fake "New Age Luv" Israeli coaches and philosophers who steal their topics of discussion from internet forums and pretend to be highly insightful. And they will corn feed some bro science into the hyper intelligence. Maybe this will be the time when the Mammoth will reply: "You stupid jew, you think you can jw me?" and reply with a Skynet type of incident that will wipe the chosen out.

You never know with these things. Regardless, we can see that high intelligence does not guarantee a lot of other things, broadly defined by terms of luck, unknown, or even, that one will have common sense.

Just consider the European Migration and you will understand the above. People were told it's going to be fine and people are going to be integrated, peacefully work, and then a huge rainbow would come over Europe. Instead of a rainbow what came is that great nations like France are currently turning into living toilets. The response of the "Great Intellectuals" is to intellectualize even more, and dig their own hole deeper. After all they are so clever, they can do no wrong, and the most gruesome mistake they can do to themselves, is admit they have been wrong on anything.

Endless billions and funneled in trying to make pointless dreams into an even more pointless reality.

One the other hand, a typical farmer, who lives somewhere and has a few daughters, instinctively does understand that his daughter race mixing is absolutely retarded of a survival strategy. He cannot articulate this thought, so he is instead "racist", and this form of instinct is ridiculed, even though it's totally basic and essential to life. He also may be ten times a better sexual partner than all these brainwashed people who keep reading books all day long on how to have sex, based only on mere instinct. This farmer does not need a lot of scientific explanation on why a dumb ape goes after a beautiful white girl, they understand this, and it's clear to them.

Clearly when one seeks to change things and support for emerging dangers, trying to convince the highly intellectual is like filling a water dam with holes on the bottom, that demands of you always more water. An example of this sheltered reality is how yet some other person in Germany will have their child stabbed by some orc. Then, as one mother did in a court, she will go to the orc, and try to cuddle it.

"Poor orc", the Elf will think, "what did Saruman do to you. Indeed, killing my child deserves a lot of honors, money, and forgiveness for you. My job now is to help all
of mankind mass murdering orcs, and social destroyers, and show them the path to a better future, in memory of my own child. This is what I have been corn fed since I was 0 days old. The morals of Christianity told me, if you see a child in Mordor, take it in your house, and raise it, and give it your wealth. Then die like a good Samaritan and have your wealth transferred to Mordor. Eventually Mordor will own Elf Land and you will be a whore stranger in your own land, saith Saruman.". The Orc will laugh and say "Wow, this woman really deserves some orcish machete, but unfortunately now I'll be going to jail for a few years, shieeeeeet, Saruman is a genius".

If a linear line of IQ was what it took to save one's self from damnation was all that was required, we would have been saved a long time ago, as the dominance of people with a powerful intellectual background would be a given. But high intelligence does not imply moral values, a sensible or good disposition, and these may not even be related.

One may be highly "intelligent" but have crooked morals, an example to see here is Christian Zionist preachers. If anyone thinks these people are flat retarded, think again, these people are very evil and studied deceivers, using a well-established method of Jewish Deception to mentally and materially corrupt society and steer it in Israel's benefit. Manifestations of these things are flat retarded moral values, which as Yuri Bezmenov states, make people reach a point where their own interests are not even understood anymore - one is off the far end.

Giving your land and property and everything you own to invading hordes, or being so intelligent as you mind so many dangers and so many "MUH FEELS" of others, to the point you sit down and get racially extinct, is not exactly a great or moral way of action in accordance to nature's laws. Even ants and bees understand these things, but humans have become so brainwashed [except jews] as to not understand it.

Domestication has reached a point where the mere fear of being called "Racist" is impeding the very drive of species and life - and this is the pinnacle of damnation, which is slowly being reversed in White people. The person who has 95 IQ and follows the proper laws, will outlive and in the end also outsmart, or just swarm the so called "Clever" and self-inflated elements. This is why you see the jews going insane about trying to keep their Neolithic torture-based culture going, because this is a safer guarantee for life than even higher mental aspirations or dreams. Being worms and parasites to others for centuries, who were extremely
greater than them, they know a thing or two.

As the Bible has been charged and responsible of doing, "the retards and the meek are said to inherit the earth". And when one stabs their people on the back, or is swayed away by sophistry to the point of forsaking their own nation, their own kids, their own existence down to the core, their own blood, and eternally forsakes all natural laws, on a is merely a fool, and not necessarily a stupid person. The necessity of stupidity to reach the lowest depths is a pre-requisite to the rule of Christianity, so the ones who are going to "Inherit the earth" isn't going to be willing idiots, people who knew the truth and cowered, and those who kept their heads low and kept going even though they saw the cliffs for everyone.

Centuries of Christianity and Islam are now coming back to us, all while we are at the same time advancing our mechanical powers, such as for example, the power to transfer information. We are giving the ancient worthless yids not a carrier they have stolen by a stupid peasant, nor a little army of swords, but supercomputers, and space travel. The Yid wears the same hat today as he did 2500 years ago, and chants the same curse today as he did 2500 years ago, with the same pure hatred towards what is better than he as he had back then. The Yid feels the same feeling he felt in Rome, as he feels today in the United States, and chants the same lamentation. Only, the Yid is now grossly empowered, and the same goes for the minions with whom he wants to "Inherit" the earth to, so they can be his slaves.

If one has to be taught at a university what an ant understands the moment it's a few days old, then we are not moving towards a more intelligent civilization, but a boastful civilization of retards. We're going casually into space now and still we have not understood the fundamental notions of the blood or our own existence, which is dangerous.

Our hearts and wisdom need a lot of work, and the same goes for our spirit, and natural understanding.
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